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Framework 
*Useless facts: ack them & state why they’re useless 

1. Formalities 

• Is it rego’d? (note: still need to rego even if rec via will/gift) 

o Yes -> legal; check for fraud (could create MEQ) 

o No - exception? I.e.: (AP s 42(2)(b)), short lease (s 42(2)(e)), or easement (s 42(2)(d)) 

▪ Yes -> legal 

▪ No -> written? 2 reqs: 

▪ Transact details (to ID which land & what type of interest) 

▪ Signature 

o Yes -> eq(SPK) No -> eq(PP) or MEQ 

2. What type of interest is it? 

• TIC? Even if win, will only get their portion back! 

• Lease vs licence (or other prop: easement, life estate, profit, charge, mortgage, lien, FS, etc.) 

• If licence, state: it’s a pers right (doesn’t attach to land) & exists as long as not revoked  

3. Which prop interest has priority?  

• Indefeasibility & exceptions (8)   Priorities (10) 

 

 



1A Intro 
Concepts 

What is Property  
Essential characteristics: enforceability, existence of some thing 

Non-essential characteristics: alienability/assignability, excludability, value 

Property concerns: 

• Things (r/ss b/w ppl wrt things) 

• cf non-things (e.g. persons) 

• Rights in rem (correspond to a gen duty of non-interference on the world, i.e. everyone) 

• cf rights in personam (correspond to a specific duty on particular persons, e.g. contract) 
*BUT not all property rights entail the right to exclude the world at large. 

• Chattels (goods) = pers property Land = real property 

What can be owned? Why? Possible reasons to resist classification as ‘property’: 

1. The right relates to a non-thing 
2. General duty of non-interference is inappropriate 

Why do we value property ownership? 
To ctrl use/access to things we care about  Security, coordination, orderliness 

Autonomy: liberty + non-interference, encourage innovations, creation/ ‘life plan’ 

Benefitting others 

Should we value property ownership? 
Tragedy of commons: ppl value things more when they own them pvtly 

Basic human needs 

CASE: Victoria Park Racing v Taylor 

Upshot: Right in rem vs in personam 
No property in spectacle  Law reluctant to create new prop rights 

Pl: Vic Park 
Landowner:  

• Own the right to use & enjoy the land 

• Use the land as a racecourse Ctrl access via gate/fee & fence 

Ds: Multiple 
1. Taylor - landowner (neighbour): also has right to use + enjoy his land; built a platform to observe 

the races 
2. Announcer & 3. Broadcaster: Permission to use Taylor’s land 

COA: Nuisance - ‘unlawful interference w/ a person’s use/enjoyment of land / of some right over it’ 

Outcome turns upon whether Pl has property right over the ‘spectacle’ - does their bundle of rights 
include excl’ing others fm looking - Vic Park Racing would’ve succeeded in their claim if they’d been 
able to show that freedom fm view is an interest protected by law/equity. 

• Ct: at CL, rights of occupier doesn’t incl. right to be free fm view (shuts down tort of privacy) 



• The defs’ use of the land only had an effect on ppl who stayed away fm the Park, & so didn’t 
interfere w/ the use of the Park. 

• ‘The law can’t by an injunction in effect erect fences which the pl isn’t prep’d to provide.’ 

• ‘clear that the natural rights of an occupier don’t include freedom fm the view & inspection 
of neighbouring occupiers or of other persons who enable themselves to overlook the 
premises.’ 

• Latham CJ: would be absurd to create this as precedent in property law; this is for 
broadcasting leg’n to deal w/ 

• P loses b/c interest in using land as a racecse isn’t an est’d category of property 

Property law involves competing interests, managing conflicts & social r/ss, efficient allocation of 
resources, cts guard existing cats of CL property very very carefully (very reluctant to recog new rights) 

CASE: Yanner v Eaton 

Upshot 
Property is a ‘bundle of rights’, not just a single thing (absolute ownership) 

Property = ‘legal r/s’ b/w pers & object that grants a right to ex a power over it 

‘Ownership’ = a legal right to have poss’n & enjoyment of a thing & to dispose of poss’n & 
enjoyment of that thing. 

Diff ppl can hold diff rights over the same ‘thing’. E.g.: native hunting rights can coexist w/ licenses to 
fish issued by the state (Wik). 

Detail 
Yanner: NT rights -> cust’y indigenous law (recog’d by Native Title Act) 

QLD: ‘property’ in the fauna (according to the Act) 

• Argues that this is full, abs, beneficial ownership [i.e. ‘dominion’ per Blackstone] 

• ^Ct: no 

• ‘"Property" comprehends a wide variety of diff forms of interests; its use in the Act doesn’t, 
w/out more, signify what form of interest is created.’ 

• Animals move around. Uncertain whether this property only apps when the animals are 
w/in the state borders etc 

• The fact that the Crown assumed no liability for fauna suggested that the interests it held in 
fauna were < beneficial ownership. 

• ‘At CL, wild animals were the subject of only the most ltd property rights. At CL there could 
be no "absolute property", but only "qual’d property" in fire, light, air, water, & wild 
animals. An action for trespass/conversion would lie against a pers taking wild animals that 
had been tamed, or a pers taking young wild animals born on the land & not yet old enough 
to fly or run away, & a land owner had the exclusive right to hunt, take & kill wild animals on 
his own land. Otherwise no pers had property in a wild animal.’ 

• Actual op’n of act: given the way these licensing rights op, lots of variability in what’s owned 
for time to time; it’s untenable for ‘property’ to mean absolute ownership. 

Ct: this is more of power to regulate the fauna for the public good (custodianship) 

• ‘the statutory vesting of "property" in the Crown by the successive QLD fauna Acts can be seen 
to be nothing more than ''a fiction expressive in legal shorthand of the importance to its ppl that 
a State have power to preserve & regulate the exploitation of an important resource"’ 

[17]-[20] Ct discusses meaning of ‘property’ (summary of topic 1) 



Summary 
Some reasons why an interest mightn’t be ‘property’ 

1. Doesn’t fit an est’d CL cat Vic Park 
2. Doesn’t concern a thing Yanner view 1 (fauna as insufficiently ‘thing-like’, e.g. b/c they move 

around too much) 
3. A gen duty of non-interference is inappropriate: Yanner view 2 (state custodianship of fauna) 

1B Licence: Boundary b/w Property & Non-Property 
Concept 
Property: things AND rights in rem  Non-prop: non-things OR rights in personam 

LEASE LICENCES (permission to do/use sthing) MERE PERMISSION 
Licence + An Interest Contractual Licence 

Right to 
possess land 
(<ownership) 
for a period 
of time 

If a license is revocable, it’s 
coupled w/ a right in rem 
 
Could be a ‘composite’ interest 
(E.g. profit a prendre) or a prop 
right that doesn’t neatly fit into 
an established cat 

Ord licence, e.g. airline 
tkt 

Aka bare/mere 
licence, e.g. dinner 
guest 

Property right:  

• permission can’t be revoked at will 

• remedy for specific performance/injunction 

• enforceable against the world (not just 
grantor) 

Pers right:  

• permission can be 
revoked at will 

• remedy for dmgs 
(usually), 
sometimes specific 
performance or 
injunction (rarely) 

• only enforceable 
against grantor 

Not legal right at all: 

• can be revoked 
at will 

• no legal remedy 

• BUT permission 
to use goods (cf 
land) creates a 
prop right when 
grantee takes 
poss’n 

Circularity Paradox 
Remedy analysis for property analysis & vice versa: 

• ‘So too, ID’ing the apparent circularity of reasoning fm the availability of specific performance in 
protection of property rights in a chattel to the concl’n that the rights protected are pty may 
illustrate some of the limits to the use of "property" as an analytical tool’ HC in Yanner 

CASE: King v David Allen & Sons 

Upshot 
Property rights ‘stick to the wall’, binding everyone else who has a right to the wall, cf pers right  

A contractual licence to use the property of another for a given period of time isn’t enforceable 
against their successors in title, even if that period of time hasn’t yet elapsed. 

Detail 
Def: King = Cinema Owner  Pl = DA&S (billposting coy)  Cinema Coy 

Contract 1: K gave DA&S ‘exclusive right’ to post bills on 1 of the walls for 12pds p.a. for 4 yrs 

• License only - not plus interest 



Contract 2: K leased cinema to Cinema Coy; 40 yrs  

K claims contract 1 created a property right, not pers right - this is an interest in land 

• Alternatively, it could be an easement - a right to use the wall (w/out full poss’n) 

If K is correct, DA&S can’t sue him (instead they should sue the Cinema Coy). 

PC: this is a pers ob (licence), not a lease/easement 

• However, there is no magic in a label ‘licence’ 

• Objective analysis of intent: despite the pvt discussion b/w K & Cinema Coy (coy subjectively 
knew about it), objectively there is no mention of contract 1 in contract 2 

• Obiter: K might’ve had a right of remedy against Cinema Coy if they’d joined them 

Pl ended up getting dmgs for breach of contract. However, best outcome for them would’ve been 
right to use the wall. 

CASE: Cowell v Rosehill Racecourse 

Upshot 
License to be at the racecse didn’t create pty interest in the land 

The contractual right (license) is revocable at CL, cf property right (irrevocable) 

• Contract doesn’t need to expressly provide for revocation. If revocation constitutes breach, can 
claim for dmgs, but not injunction/specific performance (can’t stop fm getting kicked out) 

• Licence would’ve been irrevocable if he could show that the tkt gave a property interest 

Equity doesn’t prevent def revoking the license or relying on its revocation 

Facts 
Pl: Cowell - paid $, granted entry by RR  Def: RR - granted C entry 

RR asked C to leave after noticing him do shady bsns. C refused. RR removed C via reasonable force. 

Arguments 
C sues RR for assault, arguing that he’s not a trespasser on basis that he has a pty interest - his 
licence wasn’t revocable. 

C wants compo for right to remain, & dmgs for assault.  

C also wants to set a precedent for the future so that he can’t be excl’d in the future. 

Timeline Analysis 
T1 - Outside the gate: 

• C has no right to enter.  RR has right to excl anyone they want, incl’ing C 

T2 - At the gate (at point of admission): 

• C pays $    RR grants entry 

T3 - Inside racecourse: 

• C argues he has a right to stay & RR has no right to excl him 

• RR argues that C has no right to stay, & they have right to excl 


